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100 years ago this year the artist Paul Gaugin died on a
remote island in the South Pacific. Gaugin started his working
life as a Stockbroker but eventually gave up the orderly city
life and a loving family to become something of a
revolutionary in the art world of the late nineteenth century.
He desperately sought the unconventional and found it in
Tahiti where he portrayed the locals using vibrant colours and
rebellious techniques. Ultimately he went the way of all
wayward artists by dying of syphilis and heart disease at the
age 54.
Gaugin’s art is represented on this months cover by his
painting ‘Woman With A Flower’. In fact I have messed with his
canvass and have re-produced ‘Woman With A Flower’ 12 times in
colours of my own choosing. Sorry Paul mate, but you know how
it is: love & theft and all that. The original study shows a
beautiful and sensual Polynesian woman. The book that is open
in front of me describes this painting as follows: ‘Although a
traditional pose has been used, the artist has avoided the
usual rules of Western art. The forms are simple, the colours
clash and there is no depth or perspective’. Talk about a
revolution? You have it before your very eyes.
Sitting in the rows with Gaugin’s Polynesian beauty is one
Jack Fate, alias Bob Dylan, looking more like a cowboy than a
Stockbroker. The buttons on his jacket are impressively
fastened implying the tidiness of conventionality. The stare
however could just be revolutionary!
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All of the quotations from copyrighted works in this publication are strictly for the purpose
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made to identify the owner. If you are able to enlighten us please do so, and you will be
credited in the following issue. It must also be understood that the views and opinions
expressed in this magazine are those of each individual contributor and do not represent a
consensus of the views of the group.
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Mainly reviews of some of the Autumn 2002 gigs to plough through this month, so I guess
we’d best get started.
Martin Acaster caught the Eugene show and his report for jambands.com was positive yet
somewhat annoying. If you think it’s clever to see how many song titles a critic can slip into
his article (one sample of many; “…It’s Alright Ma, it’s life and life only, and I CAN make
it. I got nothing ma to live up to. My Mom’s reply was subsequently channeled into the form
of It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue … go strike a match and start anew. Which, of course,
elicited my frantic response…Send Lawyers, Guns and Money”) then you’ll love this. If not
you’ll consider it a waste of time. Acaster insists he was free of drugs and booze when he
saw the Dylan show. He sure as hell wasn’t when he typed this pile of poo up.
Forrest Reda’s review of the first Wiltern Theater show in Los Angeles was thankfully more
straightforward and just as positive. He even compares that night’s version of Brown Sugar
to the “Judas!” / Like A Rolling Stone section of Live 1966.
Reviewing the second Berkeley Greek Theatre gig for The Daily Review, Jim Harrington
also considered Brown Sugar to be the highlight and, although he thought the opening five
songs were “unspectacular”, the “Poet Laureate of Rock ‘n’ Roll didn’t disappoint.”
The Las Vegas Sun’s Spencer Patterson enjoyed Dylan’s Hard Rock Hotel show, though he
felt that he should have spoken to the audience, especially along the lines of, “Hi, everybody.
Thanks for putting a few more thousand dollars into my bank account” perhaps?
The Arizona Republic’s Michael Senfet considered Dylan’s show at the Arizona State Fair
to be far better than his 1986 show or many of the subsequent 1990’s visits. His only regret
was the brevity of the set. Tickets for this gig were a paltry $10 and Dylan didn’t talk to his
audience either.
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The Arizona Daily Star’s Rob Bailey was unhappy at the expensive merchandise on sale at
the Casino del Sol but was far more impressed by the show itself; “…Praise the Lord, the
legendary Bob Dylan lived up to his own hype.” At the same venue, the Tucson Citizen’s
Polly Higgins also enjoyed herself. Though she felt that Dylan’s lack of interaction with his
audience dulled the set. Despite that, she was pleased to see one member of the crowd trying
to dance to Don’t Think Twice.
Mark Brown of the Rocky Mountain News awarded Dylan’s Pepsi Center Show a B+, even
though he considered it to be one of Dylan’s weirdest concerts. I guess he could be right,
since, at one point, he and Charlie Sexton began playing the keyboard with their feet. Good
to know that Bob can still get it up at 61. His leg, that is.
Writing for the Albuquerque Tribune, Paul Maldonado felt that the Santa Ana Star Hotel
show was mildly disappointing because Dylan ignored so many of his old classics in favour
of more recent stuff and covers of other people’s songs. Honestly, there’s no pleasing some
people is there?
The Kansas City Star’s Timothy Finn had no such problems with the Kansas Uptown
Theatre show; he enjoyed it all and was moved to proclaim; “…On nights like this one, it
looks like Bob Dylan could go on forever.”
Kyle Munson of the Des Moines Register felt that., at the Ames Hilton Coliseum, Dylan
actually improved another artists song, namely Don Henley’s The End Of Innocence; “…a
jarring choice for those of us who prefer to keep our Dylan distinct from the slicker, safer
lineage of The Eagles…Dylan lent the syrupy song the subtle phrasing and grit that it’s own
author couldn’t muster.” A shame though, that the 13,000 – seater Coliseum was so sparsely
populated by a mere 2,831 souls. Time to hit them smaller venues again, Bob, unless the
sight of acres of empty seats really does it for you.
Jesse Stensby of the Iowa State Daily attended the same show and enjoyed it, as did the
audience who, as is the American fans wont, described it as “hands down” and “kick-ass”,
though at least one felt that Dylan’s reluctance to talk to them made it too impersonal.
According to Rob Hubbard of the St. Paul Pioneer Press, Dylan’s St. Paul Excel Energy
Center show was marred by poor vocals on every song, though “what it lacked in vocal
beauty, the evening made up for in impressive instrumental work…the faithful likely were
left feeling that Dylan’s had better nights, but now at least he has a band that can mask his
vocal shortcomings.”
The Chicago Sun-Times Jeff Wisser, attending the Rosemont Allstate Arena Show, also felt
that “the magnificent wreckage that is Bob Dylan’s nasal growl shows no signs of imminent,
dramatic improvement. But they were ragged but right, compensating with feel and an
uncanny knack for phrasing for what he lacks in choirboy purity.” Crucially, Wisser sums up
what’s really of greater importance in his concluding paragraph; “…While some of his peers
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may be spinning their wheels, trotting out the same set of well-worn hits night after night,
Dylan, almost shockingly, remains , on record and stage, both vigorous and vital.”
Carol Simmons of the Dayton Daily News considered Bob’s Trotwood Hara Arena show to
be further proof that Dylan is not content to stand still or deliver a formulised set of
recognizable hits (thank God); “…The veteran artist who has had so much influence on the
American musical scene continues to skirt the cutting edge. He’s so sharp, in fact, he feels
almost dangerous.
John Soeder of the Cleveland Plain Dealer was similarly impressed with Dylan’s vocals;
“…After all these years, Dylan’s pre-concert routine apparently still involves gargling with
acid and brushing his teeth with glue” but didn’t let it spoil his Kent State University show:
“…All told, Dylan was every bit as edgy, enigmatic and entertaining as the former self
preserved for posterity on Bob Dylan Live 1975: The Rolling thunder Revue.”
The Chicago Tribunes reliable Greg Kot certainly enjoyed the Allstate Arena gig: “ Bob
Dylan is rock’s imp of the perverse, a 61-year old song-and-dance man in a bellboy’s suit
with red piping, working new angles on some of his oldest songs and rekindling the fire of
’65 in his newest ones…As a guitar player, Dylan has been masterful lately, picking out
acoustic solos with mischievous acuity. But as a keyboardist he is simply an oddball. He
plucked and hunted for notes, landing on a few clams in the process. Amid these headscratching conversation points, Dylan delivered a set thick with quirks, many of them
brilliant.”
George Hass of the Daily Southtown was similarly impressed with the Allstate Arena show
(even if he considered his stage clothes made him look like a doorman): “…It served to
remind us that even after four decades, Dylan’s no treasure in the attic, but an American
masterwork still on display in our living room.”
The Indianapolis Star’s David Lindquist called the first of the two Murat Egyptian Room
shows “a night to remember” though he felt that Dylan’s keyboards were more of a diversion
than a bona fide addition to the music. “The rarest track” he writes, “was probably I’ll
Remember You. He infused this tender ballad with the nostalgic flair of Sinatra’s I Did It
My Way – as sung by Sid Vicious.”
Will Stewart of the Ann Arbor News, reviewing the Crisler Arena show, again recognized
Dylan as refusing to turn into a Golden Oldies singer, acknowledging that every show will be
a roller-coaster ride. Stewart enjoyed the main set, especially the Love And Theft material,
but a Dylan show, “ he concludes, “Or even his career, for you : full of surprises that build
your hopes and then, just as quickly, dash them on the shoals of those very same promises.”
In contrast, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette’s Ed Masley enjoyed the encores, especially
Watchtower, realizing that Dylan is capable of throwing the band for a loop and a spanner in
the works at any moment; “…And if that meant enduring the deconstruction of a number of
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the greatest songs that anyone has ever written, that’s the price that any Dylan fan is used to
paying.”
Finally, Rolling Stone’s Austin Scaggs penned a briefish article documenting the surprises
that the Autumn tour has thrown up so far, not only the numerous covers but also the
“Beware Of Dog” sign that Dylan has on his guitar rack and the recent extended stage
introduction which apparently came from a preview in New York’s Buffalo News and so
amused Bob that he decided to use it as his stage call. Who said the old bugger has lost his
senseayumour? Well, o-kay, so it was me.
Briefly away from the tour, Scotland’s Sunday Herald reviewed the new book Do You Mr
Jones? Bob Dylan With The Poets And Professors as edited by Neil Corcoran. Reviewer
Harry Reid found it pretty acceptable (“The essays vary in tone and quality, but not one of
them is downright bad. Most of them are thoughtful and helpful”) but regrets that there is
little discussion of If You See Her Say Hello, which he considers to be “one of the finest
love songs ever written”, especially the payoff line “If she’s got the time” which he calls
“incredibly moving…genius, pure and unfettered.”
Finally, the December issue of Uncut carried an interview with Robbie Robertson by Adam
Sweeting on the Last waltz to commemorate it’s recent new lease of life as a four-CD set and
a DVD. He claims that the reason Dylan’s set was only filmed from Forever Young
onwards was because they wanted to capture that, Baby Let Me Follow You Down and the
all-star I Shall Be Released back to back without the film running out or the camera batteries
running flat. In the same issue, Allan Jones awarded five well deserved stars to the best Bob
Dylan book in the world, namely Larry Sloman’s so-good-words-fail-me On The Road With
Bob Dylan; “More probably has been written about Bob Dylan than any other of rock’s great
legends. Few of those many scholarly tomes, dense critical studies and meticulously
researched biographies have come quite as close, however, to capturing some tangible
essence of his mercurial genius as On The Road With Bob Dylan.”

That’s it for another month. Thanks to GRAHAM ASHTON who supplied most of what I’ve
listed this month. He faithfully searches the internet and sends everything of interest along
simply because I can’t be arsed.
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The Whole Wide World is watching
The best of the web by Martin Stein
(With thanks to Expecting Rain)

Y'know, he was wrong, time passes quickly. Only a week after Bob left these shores and it
seems like years.
1. Hang Around The Theatres — As of 23r November Masked & Anonymous had
taken $524,930 at US cinema theatres.
2. Essentially Yours - The Essential Bob Dylan album went Platinum on 31st
October 2003.
3. Asking For Salvation - Interesting preview of the Wembley show from the
Salvation Army's website at:
www.salvationarmv.org.uk/en/Publications/warCry/WC031115p04.htm
4. I Wish I Was In London - A favourable review of Dylan's London dates can be
found on the wonderfully-named Music For Grown Ups site at
www.spacemonkevlab.com/mfgu/blog/archives/00000053.html
5. Alias Anything You Please - Part 2 of the series covering Dylan's spirituality
during the 1970s appears on www.jewsweek.com
6. The Electricity Sting - The true 114-year story of Minnesota's last juvenile
detention home, Red Wing, can be found at
www.citypages.com/databank/24/1200/articlell705.asp
7. And The Winner Is... - There are three Dylan (or Dylan related) GRAMMY
Nominations:
•
•
•

Best Pop Collaboration With Vocals - Gonna Change My Way Of Thinking,
Bob Dylan & Mavis Staples
Best Male Rock Vocal Performance - Down In The Flood, Track from: Masked
And Anonymous - Music From The Motion Picture
Best Traditional Soul Gospel Album - Gotta Serve Somebody - The Gospel
Songs Of Bob Dylan, Various Artists
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A Fistful of Tapes

by The Two Riders

This month's song is Shooting Star. We'll tell you all about what we mean next
time. This time we will round up all of the missing US shows from the last tour (well
almost all).
Big Sky

16th July 2003

Strangely enough our notes record very little out of the ordinary with this show. There is
an OK version of Just Like A Woman which is something these days and an absolutely
superb It Ain't Me Babe. Otherwise so-so.
Lake Tahoe

19th July 2003

Unfortunately, this recording is dull-sounding and features irritating reverb. Nevertheless,
listen out for some lovely piano work on Don't Think Twice, Following a couple of
plodding efforts (Watching The River Flow, It's Alright, Ma) he drags out an
impassioned vocal for Make You Feel My Love. Also present is a wonderful Under The
Red Sky.
Ketchum

21st July 2003

Dylan is in a pretty good mood for this show, talking a little to the audience, cracking
jokes and so forth. A pity that the show, in truth, is patchy. Tell Me That It Isn't True
features an awful vocal, Baby Blue is a bit of a mess, piano-wise but it's all worth it for a
pretty good piano-dominated Visions of Johanna.
Nampa

22nd July 2003

Dylan is now hitting nice-but-dreary territory. There is little which
sparkles except for It
Ain't Me, Babe (though the vocal is very rough) and Positively 4th Street.
Bend

23rd July 2003

Now this is a much better show. It is helped by the lovely sound of the recording but almost
everything works. Tweedle Dee is cracking, Highway 61 rocks like mad, once again It
Ain't Me, Babe is excellent. Listen carefully to Desolation Row which is very well
executed, the piano works superbly well and all is buoyed by a strong backbeat. There is also
a delicious guitar break during Watching The River Flow.
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Paso Robles

26th July 2003

A pretty good show with no obvious stand-out cuts but an obvious clunker in a rather tedious
Just Like A Woman.
Costa Mesa

27th July 2003

Spoiled by a very noisy audience but the vibrations are very positive again tonight. Tweedle
Dee cuts the mustard again, Make You Feel My Love is good but the crowd spend the entire
five minutes talking over the top. There is a superb trilogy of It Ain't Me, Babe, Cold Irons
Bound and I Believe In You. The latter still retains the heartfelt emotion of the original
performances. If that were not enough, then there is a brilliant, atmospheric rendition of
Standing In The Doorway. Simply chilling.
Sunrise

29th July 2003

The first of eight double headers with The Dead. Nothing terribly special. Dylan's own set
features some interesting semi-rarities (Joey, Queen Jane, Sugar Baby), the best of which
is the middle one. His short set with the Dead is woefully predictable and in an energy-free
zone.
Tampa
30th July 2003
Another double header. The Dylan set is spot-on. Just let yourself go with an infectious If
You See Her Say Hello then motor on down the road with the steady rollin' Tweedle Dee.
Slow things down with an amazing Saving Grace ( as opposed to a saving Amazing Grace
- well never mind). Sprinkle in a little Most Likely and you've got a good little show. The
Dylan/Dead set is missing.
Joliet

2nd August 2003

Nice to hear Silvio kicking off the show. This time around, Joey is much better but all-inall not a terribly exciting show.
Somerset

3rd August 2003

Bit of a curate's egg. Nothing to write home about.

Noblesville

5th August 2003

A nice little show enlivened by the appearance of Joan Osbourne duetting with our man on
Tears of Rage. Indeed this is a superlong version (9 minutes) due to Dylan's long harp
solo near the end. Worthwhile. The Dylan/Dead set is largely dullsville except for a nice,
spacey Good Morning Little Schoolgirl.
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Columbus

6th August 2003

Joan Osbourne once again, Tears of Rage again, pretty good. Highlights are Blind Willie
McTell, My Back Pages and best of all in the Dylan/Dead set You Win Again.
Darien Lake

8th August 2003

The last of the Dylan/Dead double headers turns out to be not so bad, thank you very
much. Love Minus Zero is very stately Tweedle Dee hits the spot again and it's nice to
hear This Wheel's On Fire. The set with the Dead starts well with the unexpected
Tangled Up In Blue followed by the now-rare It Takes A Lot To Laugh but then
predictability reigns.
Holmdel

9th August 2003

Tonight you should listen out for a better Joey featuring a very long harp solo and the
impassioned Hard Rain. Nice to hear Can't Wait too.
Holmdel

10th August 2003

Next night, same town but tonight Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers are in town and Dylan
sits in with them for a couple of tunes. Heaven's Door is dull but you'll love Baby Please
Don't Go which is note-for-note identical to the classic electric blues version by Them.
This arrangement killed me way back then and it still sends shivers down the spine.
Dylan's show proper is Ok. Just Like A Woman turns into an audience sing-along and
Most Likely deteriorates into seven minutes of re-treads.
New York City

12th August 2003

Strangely enough for an NYC show, there is little to say. Standard ranch stash.

New York City

13th August 2003

Tonight things are better as evidenced by the lovely You Ain't Goin' Nowhere. Yet
again, Desolation Row is so atmospheric but is spoiled by a poor vocal - in fact it's almost
manic. Similarly Every Grain of Sand is marred by another poor vocal.
Bushkill

16th August 2003

Poor sound recording (echoy) mars the listening pleasure but still worth noting the lovely
guitar work on Tom Thumb's Blues.
Wallingford

17th August 2003

Nice start to this concert with the excellent guitar-fuelled Most Likely. Later on there is a
very quiet, insidious Simple Twist of Fate. But the real highlight is Born In Time (oh
yeah, oh yeah).
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Northampton

19th August 2003

This recording features a lovely sound, making it easy on the ear. Early on in the show
even the usually draggy Times has a quite good vocal. There is an excellent slow version of
Shelter From The Storm, a supercharged Highway 61and a pretty good Blind Willie
McTell. After an uncertain start, Boots of Spanish Leather develops into a beautiful
delicate affair.
New York City

20th August 2003

This was a replacement show for one cancelled due to the NYC power cuts earlier in the
tour. And boy, it was worth the wait. Things warm up considerably by the time Highway
61 kicks in and the heat is really turned up with a brace of Basement Tape tunes, This
Wheel's On Fire and You Ain't Coin' Nowhere. It's all out cracking stuff as we enter the
next couplet, Tom Thumb and Cold Irons Bound. A good show which gets better as it
goes on.
Gilford

21st August 2003

This show contains probably the best It Ain't me, Babe of the tour, full of power, emotion
and energy. A great vocal and lots of harp. Everything else is most acceptable but pales in
comparison. Unusual ending with Tangled Up In Blue.
Syracuse

22nd August 2003

Notable for a great quartet early in the show. It Ain't Me, Babe does not quite hit the
heights of the previous night but is still up there. Digbity is both welcome and well done.
H61 rocks like mad again and This Wheel's On Fire takes no prisoners.
Niagra Falls

23rd August 2003

The last gig of the tour at one of the archetypal holiday resorts. Featuring good sound, this
is an energetic show, full of great guitar work. The worst aspect of the show is the
demolition job Dylan does of his vocal on Shooting Star. It is horrible.
Restless Farewell for now.

Mike and John
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Renaldo and Clara

Or:
When I Paint My Masterpiece:
Continuing The Scenes

RENALDO AND CLARA

- The Scenes – Part 2

Scene 64
KNOCKIN ON HEAVEN’S DOOR (Clinton Correctional
th
Institute Dec 7 , 1975)
On stage at Trenton Jail, Dylan, McGuinn, Baez, Ginsberg, Peter Orlovsky and Roberta
Flack are finishing the show by singing.
Scene 65
(Clinton Correctional Institute Dec 7th, 1975)
Rubin “Hurricane” Carter is being interviewed by the press. In prison. When asked what will
happen if the courts say “no” he replies”We just keep on going, the road is straight ahead”
Scene 66
The Streets Of New York
Possibly two scenes together as we get what appears a brief glimpse of that odd female
crowd from scene 64 before we are on the streets of New York, black people are being
interviewed about Carter. All through these scenes we can hear Dylan singing HURRICANE
Several of the black interviewees are quite vehement in their attitude as to how they, as well
as Hurricane are treated
Scene 67
(Clinton Correctional Institute Dec 7th, 1975)
Further conversation with Hurricane about his book the Sixteenth Round.
Scene 68
The Streets Of New York
A white man who says he is a 72 year old cop joins in but states he thinks the coloured
people will “punch him” At one point a woman, Sister Roberta Smith, is grabbing
everybodies attention by announcing that she’s got something to say “that is gonna
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enlighten, you, you and you.” When it urns out that she is talking about the prophecies of
Daniel, she is quickly interrupted.
Scene 69
(Clinton Correctional Institute Dec 7th, 1975)
Further conversation with Hurricane this time about what he thinks of America.
Scene 70
The Streets Of New York
Once again the black crowd are protesting for Hurricane to be released. These combined
scenes have now taken 15 minutes of the film, the longest uninterrupted section in the film.
Clearly Dylan saw this as a pivotal part of the film. He cannot resist cutting too
Scene 71
Dreamaway Lounge, Springfield Nov 7, 1975
Mama Maria Frasca who is finishing singing her song “pray God and see, it wasn’t you, and
it wasn’t me” and then tells people that both her songs are available on a record. Mama “by
the way, anybody want a record, it’s one dollar and I got them for sale.”
Scene 72
Probably October 25th or 26th 1975
On their way to see Yetnikoff at the Columbia office in New York, Dylan and the film-crew
are hassled by a security guard who refuses to believe they have permission to film inside the
building. The continue to film as they go up in the lift.
Scene 73
Walter Yetnikoff’s Office
Conversation on the speed required to get the single, Hurricane released
Scene 74
David Blue is at the pinball machine, telling us about the early sixties in the village, when
Dylan used to play harmonica all night for just one buck.
Scene 75
Champlin Area of Montreal, December 4th or 5th 1975
While we hear both Dylan singing SHE BELONGS TO ME and Ginsberg reciting
KADDISH, we see Sara Dylan leaving a church and walking down the street with a heavy
coil of rope hanging on her shoulder. Sara crosses the street to a waiting car and gives the
rope to Neuwrith, He then leaves the car, and throws the rope over a high wall, we see a shoe
coming over the wall. followed by a man (Harry Dean Stanton) dressed in a prisoners outfit.
The two men shake hands, and the escaped outlaw walks off, trying to look like anything
other than an escaped convict.
Scene 76
En Route To Montreal, Dec 3rd 1975
Dylan and Neuwrith are on a train, they are talking about a mysterious man with a black
beard who Neuwrith claims is following them around. At one point Neuwrith turns to a
stranger sitting opposite and asks if he will help if there’s trouble. When the stranger says
“you can count on me” Neuwrith replies “He seems ready to make his move, he’ll wait until
dark.”
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Scene 77
On the Train
Footage of the snow covered scenery from the train, also of Joan Baez asleep. The scene
ends with the train pulling into a station.
Scene 78
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
Sara is in the horse and buggy that ended part one, going to an unknown destination. There is
no dialogue at all. The scene cuts quickly to..
Scene 79

IT TAKES A LOT TO LAUGH, IT TAKES A TRAIN TO CRY
(Filmed at Boston Nov 21st 1975 eve show)
The opening line here “ I ride a mail train baby” as Dylan is onstage with the band. The
footage is very close and Dylan very animated. When we pass the line “don’t the brakeman”
we cut away from the stage, and with the music still playing we cut too
Scene 80
Champlin Area of Montreal, December 4th or 5th 1975
Dylan and Helena are getting on board of a train, at the start of the scene we see a brakeman
riding on a brake van. The scene ends in a cloud of steam.
Scene 81
October 23, 1975
Gerdes Folk City
Jack Elliott is onstage at Gerdes Folk City ( the scene with the Red Roses on the walls again)
, singing “My name is Longheno de Castro, my father was a Spanish Grandee. But I won my
wife in a card game, to hell with those Lords of the sea.”
Scene 82
Champlin Area of Montreal, December 4th or 5th 1975
Lafhezio (Harry Dean Stanton) is in his cabin kissing with Joan Baez. Jack Elliott walks in
and announces that a stranger took Lafehzio’s horse and left the woman in exchange. Elliott
seems baffled when Lafhezio tells him it’s alright and then goes on kissing Joan.
Scene 83
October 23, 1975
Gerdes Folk City
Further footage of Elliott continuing the song from Scene 81.
Scene 84
A Hotel Room
Joan Baez is in her hotel bedroom, she has washed her hair and is talking to herself about
loneliness. At one point whilst saying she wishes she had someone there, she is stroking her
hairdryer in a very sexual manner. On the table next to her are open packets of Marlboro
cigarettes. Dylan’s I assume? As I am not aware of Joan smoking. It moves onto
Scene 85
DIAMONDS AND RUST
Joan on stage singing her great song a stirring performance filmed very close,we hear the
band but do not see them.
Scene 86
Dreamaway Lounge, Springfield Nov 7, 1975
At Mama’s place, Baez and Dylan are sitting at the bar. At the start of the scene Dylan is
smoking those Marlboro cigarettes, Joan is wearing the wedding dress, and stroking a
schooner of sherry the same way she handled the hair dryer in scene 84.
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Baez “what would it have been like if we’d gotten married?” At which point she switches
drinks, this could not be more obvious as the glasses are totally different shapes.
Dylan “ I don’t know, I haven’t changed that much, have you?” Baez (smiling) “Maybe..”
Scene 87
Dreamaway Lounge, Springfield Nov 7, 1975
Mama Maria Frasca gives Dylan and Baez her blessing, after first saying that Baez looks like
a bridge. She turns and tells Dylan, “So whatever you do, God bless you.”
Scene 88
Champlin Area of Montreal, December 4th or 5th 1975
Joan Baez and Dylan are walking in the snow, when Dylan sees a horse. He asks some
stablehands about it’s owner. He is then directed to Lafhezio’s cabin. He drags Baez behind
him up the stairs and throws her in Lafhezio’s arms, Going back outside he rides off on the
horse.
This seems to be the start of the conclusion we saw previously ! (still with me? Good) it is
also a variation on the start of the movie where Dylan traded T bird for a bike, once again to
allow Renaldo to escape. All this too the music if If You See Her Say Hello.
Scene 89
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
Once again, Sara , holding a red rose is riding in the buggy, this is very brief and quickly cuts
to.
Scene 90
Champlin Area of Montreal, December 4th or 5th 1975
In the cabin Baez is talking to Lafhezio “This guy I was with, always very very impatient,
always running, he didn’t know what he’s looking for. I tried to make him happy, there was
no way.”
Scene 91
ROMANCE IN DURANGO (filmed at Montreal December 4th
1975)
Starting with “hot chilli peppers “ (Baez was acting as a Mexican) Dylan is onstage
performing this live. A very theatrical version with various band members acting lines and
dancing away behind Dylan. Of Course Scarlet once more has the red rose in her hair.
Scene 92
Sara is sitting on a couch with Sam Shepherd. She is wearing a red bathrobe. Sam “Well I’m
not chasing you, I can tell you that much.” Sara “there’s no need to chase me, if I go, I go.”
Sam “That’s what I’m afraid of” Sara “What do you want me to stay for ? Why do you need
me?”
Sam “I need you to perform certain magical things with me, that’s all.” Sara seems on the
attack a lot here, telling Sam that he needs her “like some kind of amulet” “You’ve got
everything you need!” she exclaims.
In the background ONE TOO MANY MORNINGS is playing Dylan singing ‘It’s a restless
hungry feeling, that don’t mean no one no good, when everything that I’m saying, you can
say it just as good.’
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Scene 93
Champlin Area of Montreal, December 4th or 5th 1975
Sara is walking down a street, she enters a phone booth and calls Yetnikoff’s office.
Scene 94
Walter Yetnikoff’s Office
The scene has changed to Yetnikoff’s office. Dylan is looking at a poster on the wall with the
heading “How To Survive The Bad Times” In the background a Willie Nelson version of
“Time Of The Preacher” is playing
Scene 95
Champlin Area of Montreal, December 4th or 5th 1975
Back to the phone booth, Sara hangs up and says “well I’m going” and as she leaves you
hear, but do not see Sam Shepard saying “all I can say is this has been a big mistake.” At
which the scene changes to.
Scene 96
Quebec Nov 28th, 1975
At the Bordello, Ginsberg is talking to Sara and the other hookers. Sara is fixing her hair,
there is a red rose next to her mirror. David Mansfield is talking to some of the girls, whilst
Ginsberg seems to be organizing a spanking from Anne Waldman. The scene ends with
Ronson who is outside the room saying “there’s a show in five minutes” and throwing a
glass at the door.
Scene 97
HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN (Filmed at Quebec Nov 28th,
1975)
Dylan and Rob Stoner are in a hotel-room, they are singing the final verse
Backstage Rob Stoner is arguing with Ruth Tyrangiel . Ruth is pleading with Rob to stay,
Rob is walking to the gig and away from Ruth.
Stoner”I just said, don’t come between me and my music. Don’t do that, because I’m telling
you, you’ll have to go.” The scene ends with a coach driving thru the night as the
instrumental section begins of ….
Scene 98
ONE MORE CUP OF COFFEE (filmed at Montreal December
4th 1975)
On stage Dylan is singing the theme song of Renaldo And Clara he has the red rose once
more in his hat. A spirited performance again the sound continues but the scene changes to..
Scene 99
Backstage
Scarlett Rivera comes to Dylan’s dressing room carrying a red rose. She sits down beside
him and reads his palm. Dylan asks her if she sees anything there and she says “you have a
lot of duality in your life. Your torn by the poles.”
Scene 100
Seacrest Motel, Falmouth Oct 29th 1975
At the Cabaret, Ginsberg is on the stage, reciting his poem, KADDISH.
Scene 101
Dreamaway Lounge, Springfield Nov 7, 1975
Mama Maria Frasca is gently stroking Allen Ginsbergs head. After that she reads his palm.
Mama “You carried quite a few crosses in your life…”
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Scene 102
Lowell, Massachusetts Nov 3rd, 1975
Ginsberg and Dylan are standing at Jack Kerouacs grave, reading Kerouacs Mexico City
Blues. They talk about famous graves and Ginsberg asks Dylan, “So that’s what’s going to
happen to you?” he points to the headstone on Kerouacs grave and laughs. Dylan “No, I want
to be in an unmarked grave.”
Scene 103
A Hotel Room
In a hotel room, Ronee Blakley is shaving off Ginsbergs beard, As she does so, Howard alk
is walking thru the unlit corridors carrying a lamp with foil over the top???
Scene 104
EIGHT MILES HIGH
Roger McGuinn onstage, this is only the instrumental end of the song.
Joan jumps on stage and starts dancing. When the song is over McGuinn does
Scene 105
CHESTNUT MARE
Ending with “We jumped off the edge, me holding on.” We cut too
Scene 106
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
Sara and Dylan are in a bedroom. Dylan is playing guitar while Sara is talking, “And we’ll
travel and you can play and I can dance. And we’ll be famous! Renaldo and Clara, maybe I
should change my name huh? She hugs him and sighs, “AH Renaldo, I love you.”
Scene 107
Quebec Nov 28th, 1975
Sara and Baez are in the Bordello polishing their fingernails There are lots of red roses here
Anne Waldman (wearing an egyptian red ring??) talks about a past lover “I threatened to
expose him, I was in love.” The scene is long with Sara and Dylan talking about love. At the
end of the scene Baez asks Sara “I think there was a time that I was involved with someone,
I think maybe you were too.”.
Scene 108
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
The woman in white arrives at a house, as Sara, but inside the house she is suddenly
transformed into Joan Baez.
Scene 109
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
Joan knocks at the bedroom door, asking for Renaldo. Sara lets her in, reluctantly. When
Dylan sees Baez, he seems startled and his mouth drops open. He then tries to ignore her, but
Baez asks him if he recalls her. Sara points to Baez and asks “Who is she?”
Scene 110
SARA
(filmed at Montreal December 4th 1975)
Dylan performing the song onstage starting with the line, “Sweet virgin angel, sweet love of
my life. Sara, oh Sara, radiant jewel, mystical wife.”
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Scene 111
Hotel in Toronto Dec 1st , 1975
In the hotel lobby Shelia Shotten first drags Hawkins and then Ronee Blakely in front of the
camera, thinking they are Mr and Mrs Dylan. Ronee asks Ronnie (!) if he is with a another
woman, and when asked says yes, she is Mrs Dylan.
Scene 112
David Blue, still playing Pinball tells us “you know what a myth is? A myth is a myth!” as he
says this we get a brief glimpse of him being filmed.
Scene 113
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
In the bedroom, Dylan is on the bed, embracing Sara. Baez is watching them which seems to
bother Sara. “What’s she looking at?” Dylan tells her to ignore her, but then Baez reads out a
note, “I love you, make me an appointment please at twilight, my darling.”
Sara (to an embarrassed Dylan) “Have you been lying to me? I hate lies.”
Dylan, nodding enthusiastically “So do I!” In the background Dylan and Baez are duetting
on THE WATER IS WIDE. Joan leaves and Sara appears to be questioning Dylan about her.
Scene 114
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
This could be classed as part of scene 113 actually, but at some point in the argument Joan is
suddenly back in the room as The Water Is Wide ends.
Scene 115
(Lowell Nov 2nd, 1975)
Dylan and Ginsberg are walking past a row of statues, representing the stations of the cross.
Scene 116
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
Dylan, Baez and Sara are in the bedroom again. Sara (pointing at Baez) “Do you love her?”
Baez (Pointing at Sara) “Do you love her” Dylan, “Do I love her like I love you? No. Do I
love you like I love her? No.”
Scene 117
CATFISH
Rob Stoner is on stage singing, ‘Catfish, million dollar man. Nobody can throw the ball, like
Catfish can.”
Scene 118
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
Back in the bedroom both women are criticizing Dylan for never giving straight answers.
They are even comparing their experiences with him. They now seem friendly in what is
quite a reversal of the last few scenes. Sara “and he’s always been like that?” Baez “for ten
years I’ve known him.”
Sara “Has he ever given you a straight answer?” Baez (looking at Dylan and smiling) “Not to
my recollection.” Then they seem to cut Dylan out “What you want to know ?” he asks Joan,
who replies “I’m talking to her”. As they talk Dylan says, “I’m a brother to you both” In the
background we can hear PATTY’S GONE TO LAREDO
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Scene 119
On The Train
A brief return to the train window shots, this time with Dylan in camera too.
Scene 120
Quebec Nov 28th, 1975
At the bordello, Ginsberg is getting a massage. Whilst Joan is telling David Mansfield that
“his father is a famous homosexual.”
Scene 121
Backstage
Rob Stoner is backstage, made up like a rocker of the fifties. He’s complaining to Ruth that
others got rich by copying his original style. She tells him he doesn’t need it. However he
leaves and as he walks away we hear the start of Suzanne “he thinks maybe he’ll trust her”
Scene 122
SUZANNE
Joan Baez is on stage singing
Scene 123
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
In the bedroom, Baez admits she was in love with Dylan to Sara, before Baez is leaving.
Sara tells her, “I hear you’re a virgin, wellw e can probably fix that.” As Baez turns to leave
she drops the rose Dylan gives her back the red flower and looks at her in a very
conspiratorial way..
Scene 124
NEVER LET ME GO (filmed at Montreal December 4th 1975)
Dylan and Baez in extreme close up singing. “Dry your eyes, forget about tomorrow”
Scene 125
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
Sara is looking at a newspaper photograph of Dylan and Baez. Sara “Ah, she’s cold,
Renaldo. She’s frigid. Look at her, for Christ’s sake. You don’t want her, Renaldo, she’s
probably barren.”
Dylan “You don’t even know her !” Sara “I know her, we’re like sisters
Scene 126
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
Baez leaves the house, as she does so Ronee Blakely and Harry Dean embrace on the stairs.
Scene 127
Probably Emmett Grogans House, Montreal Dec 6th 1975
In the bedroom, Dylan is putting on his white make-up in front of a mirror” In the
background SAD EYED LADY OF THE LOWLANDS is playing. Sara is telling Dylan how
mysterious he is, but that she can change.
Scene 128
Falmouth 28th or 29th October, 1975
At the Cafeteria Dominic Paulo is talking to Sloman about truthfulness. His point is that the
idealists of the Sixties all got bought off and went astray, Sloman “Did you get bought off?”
Paulo “No way baby, no way!”
Scene 129
TANGLED UP IN BLUE (Filmed at Boston Nov 21st 1975 eve
show)
Dylan is onstage, playing acoustic guitar while sitting on a high stool. The film concentrates
on Bob’s eyes as he sings.
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‘All the faces I used to Know,
They’re an illusion to me now
Some are mathematicians
Some are truck drivers wives.
I don’t know how it all got started
I don’t know what they do with their lives,
But Me, I’m still on the road
Heading for another joint.
What more is there to say?
Scene 130
(Lowell Nov 2nd, 1975)
When Dylan and Ginsberg are leaving the cemetery, they are surrounded by children in a
playground. Ginsberg asks them what God looks like.
Scene 131
Ginsberg is dancing with Ronee, who part way thru changes to an unknown woman, to the
tune of a piano. At the same time we hear him reciting his poem KADDISH
Scene 132
Montreal Railway Station December 3rd, 1975
In a washroom, at a railway station, Dylan and Neuwrith are washing their hands. They then
move to the main hall, where they stand in line before the window where the tickets are sold.
While Dylan buys the tickets, Neuwrith is talking Helena Kallianiotes into coming with
them.
Scene 133
In the students dormitory members of the film crew are handing out leaflets that announce
the coming of the Rolling Thunder Revue to their town. The students are also asked if they
remember what they dreamed last night.
Scene 134
JUST LIKE A WOMAN (filmed at Cambridge Nov 20th 1975)
Dylan on stage singing. Ronee Blakely is alongside him singing the chorus. Dylan seems to
be really feeling the lyrics, his facial expressions are very animated.
Scene 135
KNOCKIN’ ON HEAVEN’S DOOR (filmed at Cambridge Nov
th
20 1975)
For the only time in the film they go straight into a second song. Dylan and McGuinn are on
stage now, with the entire band, rounding off the show
Scene 136
In his dressing room, Dylan is lying flat on his back on the floor in contemplation. His guitar
is lying beside him. In the background we hear the show still going on.
Scene 137
Seacrest Motel, Falmouth Oct 29th 1975
At the Cabaret, Hal Frazier is singing IN THE MORNING.
While he is singing the credits start to roll.
Till next time…………
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Let’s re-issue some more old stuff Revisited
by Russell Blatcher

I expect you are all, like me, eternally grateful to Sony/Columbia for their re-release of 15 of
Bob Dylan’s (in their view) best albums. After all it is only, what, 20 years since the CD
medium gained a firm foothold, and only 40 years since much of this material was first
released. Looking back on the period when I first started buying CDs I can well remember
the frustration at how long it took for some of my favourite albums to be released on CD, but
now we can only wish the record companies had been even more cautious, as some reach
their third or fourth re-releases of the same albums (David Bowie is the best example here I
think).
So the fact that some of the remixed, 24 bit, SACD etc etc re-releases have been significantly
improved is not, in itself an excuse, although, to be fair, advances in technology have created
new possibilities not available on the first release. Even so, the benchmark is often still the
original vinyl release, and this is not always just nostalgia. The one notable exception to this
trend is Neil Young’s stand on holding back the release of several of his albums, until the CD
quality was good enough to justify it. The most reprehensible blunder was the release of
many CDs using incorrect source tapes, not because the Masters were lost, but through sheer
laziness and incompetence. They are always the first to congratulate themselves in the sleeve
notes when they finally correct this error. Just try looking at the history of a couple of Miles
Davis releases Miles Ahead and Kind of Blue. One common place error was to issue a CD
using the tape which has been equalised for vinyl. Because the frequency response from
vinyl was not level, it was necessary to boost the levels for some frequencies on the Master
tape. If you then use that version of the master tape for a medium with an essentially flat
frequency response, such as CD the listening results are very poor indeed.
Another aspect of the CD revolution was the lack of attention to cover art. The first
disadvantage is the change in scale. If, like me you no longer have any vinyl in the house,
next time you are in a shop which sells it, have a look at the cover of an album which you
own on CD, and you will be shocked at the impact which the sheer size of the cover art has.
This was unavoidable I suppose, but what was not is the slapdash approach to the original
CD back catalogue. The worst offenders in this regard that I have seen were Island who used
a completely uniform design for the back cover of all their CDs. Even worse, their proof
reading was non existent, so for example they had one of the tracks on Fairport Convention’s
Liege and Lief as “Tim Lin”. Such an error fairly reflects the devotion which these
companies lavish upon their treasured copyright possessions. So I find it insulting when they
now trumpet re-issues with “original cover-art”. Oh! Well done lads!
To return to Dylan, many have complained that the current re-issues do not include out-takes
and early versions. In this case I have to say they have got it right (though I assume this was
Dylan’s decision since from a marketing point of view it reduces the package’s attraction). If,
as many of us would maintain, these are near perfect examples of the rock album, how can
you now add to them, and second guess the original creators.
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With all these considerations at the front of my mind, I resisted manfully the immense
temptation these “new” Dylan albums presented. Again and again I stood in HMV and
Virgin closely examining them, but escaped with my credit card unscathed. Were the
remasters really “spectacular[]”? Could I really live without them? If I did buy any could I
stop myself from getting all 15 (£180 worth)? But in the end, my resistance crumbled, and I
bought Bringing It All Back Home. My first choice would have been Blonde On Blonde, but
since I have the excellent Gold Disk version of that, I didn’t really think it could be improved
on that much.
One aspect of this game is very subjective. You have just shelled out £11.99 for an album
you already own, and you WANT to believe it was worth it. I no longer make the mistake of
trying a-b comparisons (after all I have been through all this with, to name just a selection:
Spirit; The Byrds; The Band; Miles Davis; John Coltrane).
But I think I can truly say that the album did indeed sound radically different. After all I
know it better than almost any other I own, so to find my head swinging from speaker to
speaker as I was jolted by instruments emerging from the mix which I had never noticed
before was a shock. I listened straight through twice and then played it constantly each day
for a week. Of course, after the first time the shock starts to diminish, but I still feel that the
experience is enhanced. The sheer clarity of Dylan’s voice itself, still jumps out at me every
time.
Even the packaging has won me over, they look and feel as close as something of CD size
can to a vinyl sleeve (US type not the horrible glossy Clarifoil English ones – can you still
remember how US vinyl imports looked and smelled when you first pulled the wrapping
off?)
So the inevitable has happened, I crept back into the record shop last Friday and picked up
two more, Highway 61 Revisited and Blood On The Tracks. Highway 61 I found just as
“spectacular” as Bringing It All Back Home, but Blood On The Tracks, while significantly
improved was not as big a step, mainly I think because the original production is much
simpler than on the other two.
The main feature of having these new albums is that they attract rather than repulse me. The
original CDs, with their flat muddy sound, and banal regimented packaging drove me to the
bootlegs every time, so that I never played my favourite albums as often as you would
expect. I fear that the rest of the £180 will be leaving my wallet over the next few months,
unless the shops have overbought and they appear in the next lot of sales (as happened
thankfully with The Band re-issues).
So if you are still wavering, and want an opinion, I would say yes, you should try your
favourite Dylan album re-issue as a sampler.
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Isis - Part VIII
1059 words on

Isis and the Qust Narrative
By Patrick Webster
To continue: from a different, but related perspective, the song could also be seen to
encompass the tradition of the American quest narrative. Joseph Boone has argued that the
American quest is a genre written by men, about men, for men: 'a genre that valorises
ideological concerns in a patriarchal social structure.'1 Furthermore, the ambivalent attitude
towards sexuality, what Boone calls: 'a rebellion against the ethos of sexual polarity pervading
the countless tales of love and seduction,'2 suggest that the journeys these men undertake can
be seen as a way of exploring the enigma of sexual identity. Boone writes of:
... the outward-bound voyage to confront the unknown that by definition
constitutes quest narrative simultaneously traces an inner journey toward 3a
redefinition of self that defies social convention and sexual categorisation.
Boone suggests a difference in the American version of the quest-romance formula, a shift
from the European goal of 'a fair lady's love,' to goals that have more to do with
'metaphysical objects of truth, absolute reality and the nature of authority.'4 This idea would
seem to echo Leslie Fieldler's concept of asserting one's virility via heroic acts rather than
genital acts, that 'manly friendships' acted as a substitute for marriage.5
All of this may be seen as at least one explanation for the way many of the men in Dylan's
songs act - and also adds weight to the way in which the performative nature of gender is
perceived in Dylan's work. The men in these songs would seem to prefer to keep exploring,
to keep on 'questing;' to feign a disinterest in women in order to reduce their fears of
entanglement within a feminine domain. There is a insinuation that the men within these
songs have things to do that exclude women, things that they must accomplish in the
unknown recesses of their own selves.

1

Joseph A. Boone, 'Male Independence and the American Quest Genre: Hidden Sexual
Politics in the All-Male Worlds of Melville, Twain and London', in Feminisms: An
Anthology of Literary Theory and Criticism, ed. by Robyn R. Warhol and Diane Price
Herndl
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1991), p. 961.
2
Ibid.
3
Boone, p. 962. 4 Boone, p. 964.
5
Fieldler, p. 211.
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'Isis,' like other American texts as diverse as: Moby Dick, The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn, 2001: A Space Odyssey and On the Road, finds a male couple undertaking a quest
narrative. One might, for example, compare the two men in 'Isis' to Ahab and Ishmael. The
narrator might be seen as an equivalent Ishmael, ensconced in both the feminine and
masculine worlds, whilst the man the narrator encounters could be seen as representing Ahab,
a figure with a one-sided definition of his masculinity, as his 'tragically fixed purpose and
fixated personality attest.'6 Leslie Fieldler has written that Moby Dick can be read not only as
an account of a whale-hunt, but also as 'a love story, perhaps the greatest love story in our
fiction.'7 In an analogous sense 'Isis' becomes more than a mere account of a search for the
world's biggest necklace; in its own way it is also a love story. In both texts, in greater and
lesser ways, one can perceive an exploration of Fieldlerian ideas of manly friendships
acting as a substitute for marriage. It is important that this is deniable, but it is a theme that
nonetheless runs throughout Moby Dick and, I would argue, throughout Dylan's song.
Dylan may have written, in one of his most interesting but most overlooked songs of the
1960s, 'I Can't Leave Her Behind' (1966),8 of the impossibility of ever leaving the company
of a woman - the song seemed to express the absolute need of female companionship. Yet
this was betrayed not just in the sexual innuendo of the title (possibly a deliberate intent on
Dylan's part), but in the way it is placed within the general discourse of his work. For
example, in 'Tight Connection to My Heart' (1985), the male narrator tells the woman:
I'm gonna get my coat,
I feel the breath of a storm.
There's something I've got to do tonight,
You go inside and stay warm.9

The man feels the need to leave the warmth of the feminine environment, to travel into a
cold masculine environment - to accomplish something unstated, presumably to do - as
has been previously mentioned - whatever it is a 'man's gotta do.' The question whether
there is something innately feminine about the home and something innately male about
wanting to leave it, is not open to question - at least within the argument I am making of
gender as a performative construct. The men in Dylan's songs continually demonstrate a
need for freedom, a need to separate from a feminine influence, simply because this is
the blueprint they must act out.
6

Boone, p. 969. (Note that Dylan has explored the relationships within Melville's novel
in a much more literal way - in 'Bob Dylan's 115th Dream' - although pitched at an
exaggeratedly parodic and satirical level.)
7
Fieldler, p. 344.
8
The song has never been officially released or even published. However, a performance of
it is included in the film of Dylan's 1966 tour of Britain, Eat the Document.
"Lyrics, p. 487.
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If one returns to 'Don't Think Twice, It's Alright' (1963), here a male voice tells
the woman he is addressing that it is pointless to sit and wonder why he has left her:
When your rooster crows at the break of dawn Look out your window
and I'll be gone You're the reason I'm travelling on Don't Think
Twice it's all right10

The phrase, 'You're the reason I'm travelling on ...' in a sense sums up why so many of the
men in so many of Dylan's songs are on the road, why so many men embark on selfimportant adventures and quests. These men are on the road because of women, because of
their need to escape from the world of women. Furthermore, this is the primary way in
which they construct masculinity and find a means of being men. These men are on 'the dark
side of the road,' where they are bound they 'cannot tell,' but if they are on the road at least
they are not shackled to the very thing they seem to fear.
To be continued.

Lyrics, p. 61.
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HIPSTERS,FLIPSTERS &
FINGER POPPIN DADDIES
BY C.P.LEE

DYLAN, BLACKFACE AND DIXIE
Blackface Minstrel. 19th Century

I’d heard about it on the internet, but it wasn’t until I played the soundtrack of Masked &
Anonymous that I was confronted with the reality of Bob Dylan performing the old
Confederate anthem Dixie. It was about as expected as Dylan giving us his rendition of the
Nazi marching tune, The Horst Wessel Song. Dylan, the one time champion of the Civil
Rights movement, singing a song that, whimsical nostalgia notwithstanding, is still
associated with Redneck miscegenation, slavery, Jim Crow and the novelty car horns
employed by the kind of people with Confederate flag bumper stickers.
All in all, not quite as worrying as I’d anticipated, but definitely strange. However, when a
copy of the actual movie arrived at our house another element got thrown into the mix – the
sudden appearance of actor Ed Norton as a character called Oscar Vogel. Vogel is a
blackface minstrel. Blackface minstrels have, to put it mildly, been out of favour for a few
decades. Now here is one in Bob’s new film – what’s going on?
The positioning of the song Dixie in the film’s narrative suggests its inclusion is ironic –
‘Jack Fate’ has just been given a list of songs to perform at a soon to be televised benefit
concert. The tunes he’s asked to play, in fact – told to play – include Street Fighting Man,
Revolution No 9’ (“The slow version”), and Eve Of Destruction. Dylan and the boys respond
with Dixie, a tune that carries so much cultural baggage around with it that it would be ten
times more likely to spark a riot than any of the Pop/Rock numbers that the Corporate media
bosses are demanding Dylan/Fate plays.
The way it’s performed for the film is instructive and interesting. It’s customary, in fact it
always has been since sound was introduced to film, that musical numbers should be prerecorded and then lip-synched by the artist. Dylan and director Larry Charles are having none
of that. This may be due to Dylan’s notorious inability to mime, or simply that they preferred
to play it live. And you can see it’s live because Dylan forgets the words to the second verse
and Larry Campbell has to lead him in. What’s more, that’s the version they’ve kept on the
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soundtrack album, no overdubs, no second takes, just Dixie the way it was sung on the
soundstage pure and simple.
Technically it fits perfectly into Dylan’s ‘Old Time’ revival style that he’s developed over
the last decade. For a moment you might be forgiven for thinking that it’s a Ralph Stanley
song that he’s covering, but then reality kicks in and you’re forced to realize that only Dylan
could get away with singing ‘Dixie’ and it coming out sounding like an old Kentucky
mountain ballad.
But then, of course, all this leads us back to ‘Love & Theft’, the very title of which was taken
from an academic study of Blackface Minstrelsy written by Eric Lott. Andy Muir in
Troubadou’ points out the Minstrelsy connections in ‘Love & Theft’, and even provides a
quote from Dylan to Edna Gunderson taken from a pre-release interview –
“… And ‘Desolation Row? That’s a minstrel song through and through. I saw some rag tag
minstrel show in blackface at the carnivals when I was growing up and it had an effect on
me, just as much as seeing the lady with four legs.”
‘Dixie was actually written by a Northener, in 1860, just before the American Civil War. The
song’s creator was a blackface minstrel by the name of Daniel Decatur Emmett. He was
asked to come up with a number for the minstrel show he was performing in. They were in
New York, the weather was cold. Whenever it got cold like that showfolk had a saying – “I
wish I was in Dixie”, because the weather below the Mason Dixon line would invariably be
warmer. Emmett picked up on the phrase and the song was played the next night to an
ecstatic reception. The audience went crazy, demanding that it be played over and over again.
And it had the same effect on President elect, Abraham Lincoln. When he heard it for the
first time at a minstrel show he repeatedly shouted – “Let’s have it again! Let’s have it
again!” As the civil war was drawing to a close he actively promoted the playing of Dixie as
a song that he felt could re-unite the nation. Maybe that’s why Dylan plays it in ‘Masked &
Anonymous’?
Staying with blackface for a moment longer – There’s a fascinating ‘bloodline’ that runs
from Daniel Decatur Emmett all the way through to Dylan, even without Dixie. Emmett
founded the first ‘proper’ minstrel troupe in 1843 – the Virginia Minstrels. In 1844 they
toured Great Britain and started off an entertainment sensation that was to linger until BBC
TV finally pulled the plug on the ‘Black & White Minstrel Show’ in 1978. When they played
in Ireland the cultural impact there was the effect they had on Irish traditional music in terms
of instrumentation. They left behind with the Irish musicians a taste for banjo and bones, now
common staples of Irish music.
Emmett’s minstrel show laid down a performance template that was copied by every
subsequent minstrel show for the next hundred years – The show would open with what was
known as ‘the Minstrel Line’, then an intermission which was followed by the ‘Olio’. This
was a series of dances and sketches done without blackface. After a final intermission it was
back to blackface again and the show would be completed with a ‘One-Act Musical’, often a
parody of a classic such as Shakespeare or Dickens. Threading their way through the show
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were two principal characters – Tambo and Mr Bones – One, a Black country bumpkin, and
the other a dandified city Black. These two stereotypes would later be mutated into one of
American culture’s most popular comedy duos – Amos and Andy. As a radio show Amos &
Andy ran from 1928 until 1948. It then transferred to TV but was pulled in 1953 from the
CBS schedules after protests from the NAACP. It is virtually impossible for the young
Robert Zimmerman not to have seen or heard the show.
The next stage in the story concerns another blackface performer, Emmett Miller. He was
born near Macon Georgia in 1900 and from infancy wanted to be in minstrel shows. By the
mid 1920s Emmett was one of the top minstrel performers in America due to his unique
singing voice. Known as ‘the human clarinet’ he began a style of singing that would have a
huge impact on American popular music. The clarinet voice was actually yodelling, and, as
author Nick Tosches points out in his biography of Miller – ‘Where Dead Voices Gather’ –
Miller applied this style to Blues and Jazz and Tin Pan Alley, leading to a musical fusion that
when mixed with Mountain Music ushered in a new facet – a facet that would become part of
Country.
A young Jimmie Rodgers worked for a while in blackface and most certainly saw Miller on
stage. Blue Yodel’ and T For Texas to name but two of Rodgers’ most famous tunes were
heavily influenced by Miller’s style of ‘Blues Yodelling’. This in turn influenced Hank
Williams who recorded Miller’s Lovesick Blues. Dylan’s interest in both musicians is well
documented, and after Dylan’s lesson in American popular music of the 1920s as given to
him in Woodstock in 1967 by Tiny Tim, it’s hard to imagine that he hadn’t heard of Miller as
well.
So Dixie, Oscar Vogel and ‘Love & Theft’ all appear to be interrelated in some way, part of
Dylan’s ‘Musical Quilt’, or ‘electronic grid’. A logical, historical continuation of the pursuit
of that ‘thin, wild, mercury music’ perhaps, or more a case of ‘bringing it all back home’
after all these years?
A quick few words on Chris Hockenhull’s comment that we don’t seem to talk to one another
as much as earlier Freewheelers used to – I always set off with the intention of saying
something – Something like, nice review Paula. Very funny Mr Carter. Interesting thought
Patrick. Where would we be without you Mr Cooper? and, aren’t you finished yet JS? for
instance. The problem is that by the time I’ve finished writing a piece I realize that another
month’s gone by and whatever I was going to say is no longer relevant, or the person I had
in mind to comment on has left!
For what it’s worth and in the interests of communication – I won’t be attending any
concerts this November. This is down to a variety of reasons. The Bobster is no longer
always at the centre of my radar screen – now, just as in my youth Dylan turned me on to so
many different things, history is repeating itself. Take what I’ve written about here – It got
me re-listening to Hank Williams, Emmett Miller, Jimmie Rodgers, and early Dylan as well
as the M&A soundtrack plus re-watching the movie. It also got me thinking about English
Music Hall and from there towards early British film, and it isn’t even tea time yet!
Farewell – I’m off in search of more musical threads …
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WORTHLESS FOAM FROM THE MOUTH
by Mark Carter
APOCALYPSE NOW
I come to praise Masked And Anonymous, not to bury it, and if you are at all surprised by
reading that, you’re not as surprised as I am writing it. I had been primed to not like it,
mainly by the American press but also by the comments of some fans who had seen it. I was
prepared for a celluloid version of Tarantula – a wordy and meandering jumble of images
and deep and meaningless dialogue. The concensus of opinion from those who had managed
to glean something positive from it seemed to be that there are hidden messages to be found
within the myriad folds of the movie if you are prepared to – you know – dig for them. I am
not, and never really have been prepared to dissect a Bob Dylan movie, which is why – 20
years after I first saw it – I still view Renaldo And Clara as a 4-hour documentary on Dylan’s
greatest ever tour with a bit of amateur dramatics thrown in for good measure.
However, Masked And Anonymous fair rattles along, given that it has no plot as such, and
the live material – as with Renaldo And Clara – is interspersed throughout to keep it
interesting, just when attention to the action (sic) may be beginning to wane.
This is a Bob Dylan movie, make no mistake. It was either written for him or (as I believe)
at least partly by him. Jack Fate is a mystery, a cypher, and over the course of 105 minutes
we learn a little of his history but nothing of his present, of what he thinks or feels. He
witnesses an apocalyptic America torn apart by Civil War with a stoicism bordering on the
comatose. When a brief travelling companion unburdens his tortured soul to him, barely
choking back the tears and vomit of self-disgust, Fate/Dylan shows not a jot of emotion,
neither sympathy, understanding or compassion. When the aforementioned companion is
machine gunned in cold blood and Fate views it with all the interest of watching grass grow I
can’t decide whether we are supposed to assume that he has seen it all before – and worse –
and can no longer be shocked by anything he sees (or will not allow himself to be) or
whether Dylan is such a lousy actor that he simply couldn’t even summon up the tiniest
crumb of emotion. I prefer to lean towards the former.
For all that, this is a good movie. Not something I would seek out if it didn’t feature Dylan,
but something that, should I catch it late one night on BBC 2 or Channel 4, I would gladly
watch to see how it ends and not feel that my time had been wasted once the credits were
rolling. It’s fair to say that Dylan has played himself in all his movies, especially Renaldo
And Clara and, to a lesser extent, Hearts Of Fire, but this film perhaps portrays Dylan
playing Dylan best of all. In an early scene – and one that really works for me – Fate is
gazing out of a bus window at this mythical America’s Third World streets, with their
poverty and crime and decay, whilst the opening the opening lines of Blind Willie McTell
play over the soundtrack; “Seen the arrow on the doorpost saying this land is condemned, all
the way from New Orleans to Jerusalem”. It is, perhaps, Dylan’s vision of what America
really looks like once you scrape away it’s gloss. It’s another peek into Desolation Row –
the whole movie is, really – and it’s not pretty. It’s beyond saving, beyond salvation, and
you get the feeling that Fate/Dylan is only travelling through it with stoic resignation waiting
for something better on the other side.
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The movie is also awash with religious imagery, from the most obvious character of Pagan
Lace (about whom we learn absolutely nothing) to the more subtle touches, many of which
again convince me that this is at least partly written by Dylan. I also like the surreal touch
where we learn that geologists have discovered that the earth is hollow and that, from the
centre, the wails of thousands of souls can be heard. The expressed wish of at least one
person that whatever was down there stayed down there suggests that hell may not be too far
beneath our feet after all. It’s a hint that we may be not so much in an alternative America,
but an alternative future where all the rules are changed and nothing is what it should be, in
other words, all bets are off.
This is reinforced by a couple of lines of dialogue almost thrown away and lost within the
movie’s labyrinthine sprawl; one, a reference to aliens stacked up in a warehouse somewhere
and the other, delivered by Fate shortly after his release from jail, that he is heading off to
Roswell. The sense that something is wrong, that something is seriously off kilter and out of
whack is heightened. The allusion could merely be that the government – any government –
keeps it’s secrets and keeps them well and that the more we deserve to know something the
more it will be kept from us, but for me it simply helps to suggest that something is very very
badly wrong, that something is going to break open and take this crumbling civilisation with
it for better or worse. The End Days are here. The apocalypse is rumbling.
Then there is Mickey Rourke’s promise to reopen the football fields (another hint that things
have gone badly wrong) and fill them with prisoners to be trampled by elephants, which
reminds me of the Colosseums of Ancient Rome where the prisoners died while the
civilisation that watched them also died, or, perhaps, Norman Jewison’s 1975 movie
Rollerball, where, in a soulless future, the public’s blood-lust was sated by watching two
teams of men maim and kill each other in a bizarre sport that had become a worldwide
religion.
Jack Fate’s enigmatic smile at the end of the movie as he is being taken away to – what? – a
fair and honest trial where he can finally speak out against all that is rotten and corrupt and
become the new Messiah?, a return to a stinking overcrowded prison?, a swift and quiet
execution?, a trip to a football field to be trampled to death by elephants? – suggests that he
realises that his fate (whoops) doesn’t matter because everthing is going to come crashing
down soon anyway. It’s all over now, baby blue. Or perhaps Blowin’ In The Wind playing
on the soundtrack is supposed to offer hope – that there is a chance for redemption and that
there’s always a chance to hope for a better tomorrow. Perhaps Dylan’s Fate’s songs will
save the world after all, even if the man cannot. I would love to think that the little girl’s
rendition of The Times They Are A-Changin’ marks Fate passing the baton of responsibility
onto the younger generation, but his leaden expression suggests not.
How many more deaths? How many more roads? How many more years? How much
longer? How? Why? When? The answer, it seems, may be blowing in the wind but it isn’t
in this movie and it isn’t supposed to be.
“I gave up trying to figure out what it all means a long time ago.”
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KEYBOARD
BOB
IN
MUNICH
By
PAULA RADICE

I had a great half term week. Monica and I went to Munich, primarily of course to see Bob, but
also to spend a few days in the city, sightseeing and shopping. I knew Munich quite well up to
around twenty years ago: as a teenager, I had a penfriend there, and I visited her and her
extraordinarily kind family several times (I enjoyed the winter visits more than the summer ones.
In the winter, there was a fantastic Christmas market, and there were none of the exhausting
summer mountain hikes up very steep hills that my tall, fit German hosts loved so much, and I
totally loathed).
Munich was just as pretty as I remembered - but loads cheaper. When did Germany get so much
cheaper than England? I was staggered by the difference in the cost of Cds, books, food (all the
essentials of life, in other words). I hadn't quite believed all the fuss about "Rip-off Britain"
before, but I do now. Which is a long-winded way of saying that I did all of my Christmas
shopping, and had to buy an extra suitcase in which to bring it all home.
Seeing Bob out there was great, too. Initially, the plan had been to use half term as an opportunity
to see another concert, as I thought I would only be able to get to one British show this year
(Wembley being the only weekend show announced at that time). Then came the extra London
shows, and so it turned out that I wouldn't be so hard-done-by after all...but I'm glad it worked
out the way it did, because Munich was a real treat.
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Monica and I feel the same about getting to shows early and enjoying the atmosphere, but we
rather overdid it this time, and ended up at the empty Olympic Park some five hours before the
show, with nothing possible to do except go up the Olympic Tower and sit in the cafe there. While
we were tucking into wurst and chips, someone kindly put early Dylan "greatest hits" on as
background music, which was completely surreal but very welcome.
The crowd at the show itself was rather strange. We counted less than half a dozen wearers of
Dylan t-shirts the whole evening, and recognised no-one that we knew: very different to any other
European show I've ever been to. The crowd was very middle-aged, too, and there was a
perceptible feel of "duty nostalgia" over the whole event. Having said that though, they were very
appreciative of Dylan's performance (despite the hall being about a third empty) and there was a
scramble for merchandise at the end of the show.
The only thing that marred the evening - or could have done - was the incessant chattering of two
women seated behind us. Well, I say incessant, but it only went on for two songs before I'd had
enough and told them very forcibly to "Shut up". Now, I'm not naturally a rude or aggressive
person (I hope; others may choose to differ) but people talking through the songs drives me crazy.
It isn't just in Germany it happens, of course; I've had to get annoyed with plenty of British idiots
as well, and the live Cds I've heard make it clear that American audiences are much the same. What
does anyone else think about it? I'm not suggesting that we should all sit in a hushed reverential
silence through the whole thing, but isn't it reasonable to expect a bit of respect for the artist, and
for those who might actually be at a concert to listen to the music? Or am I just getting cranky in
my advanced years? Let me know. It won't make any difference to the vehemence with which I
shut people up, but it would be interesting to know others' perceptions.
Anyway, the show served as a very good introduction to Keyboard Bob, and I thought he was
looking and singing great. It was nice to see him hatless for once, without his face shadowed by the
huge brim of a stetson. And I love the way he just leaves the keyboard mid-song and wanders,
apparently aimlessly, around the stage; sometimes it looks as if some kind nurse should come from
the wings and guide him gently but firmly back to the right place. "Now come along, Mr. Dylan,
you know you should still be over here, playing this thing." He looked like he was enjoying
himself, anyway, and that's good enough for me.
See you at Wembley, Hammersmith, Brixton and Shepherd's Bush!

P.S. Have just found on eBay an auction for a litre bag full of air from the Munich concert.
Breathe the same air that Bob Dylan breathed during the performance of Like a Rolling Stone! (My
German isn't brilliant, but I think the seller is also encouraging you to purchase because, you never
know, it could be one of Dylan's last breaths). I kid you not...unfortunately.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
By J.R.Stokes

Waiting For Bobo
(With a Touch of Fantasy)
Hands up all those who can remember The Freewheelin’ Fantasy Dylan League... That’s about 50%
of the class. For those who raised their hands, the following is just a reminder. For those who didn’t,
then what follows is a little bit of Freewheelin history for your edification. OK, it’s alright Richard,
you can put your hand down now.
In about the mid 1990’s two former Freewheelers namely Jeff Stevens and John Welburn had this
idea about starting a Fantasy League (similar to the football and cricket fantasy leagues run by the
non-tabloid press) where Dylan folk would try to guess what song Dylan would perform in concert.
Dylan was himself well into the Never Ending Tour so there was no shortage of concerts available to
enable the game to be played. The idea was kicked around and then The Two Riders approached
carrying, in their saddle bags, huge amounts of professionalism and imagination that never seem to
weigh down their horses or their motor cycles.
John and Mike consequently set about putting the whole thing in order and then implementing it with
requirements and rules so that the game could be played on a proper playing field with proper
contestants and with a proper and fair outcome. So it was thus a guessing game, requiring a certain
degree of skill, whereby the contestants each had to choose a total of 15 songs per concert, that were
formulated into 5 scoring groups with ‘rewards’ of one point each for every song guessed right in
group one and increasing rewards for every song guessed right in the remaining groups. Each
contestant had to pay a fee for entering the game and therefore, at the end each leg of the game, when
the totals were totted up, those points made prizes. And what is more, if you guessed a song correctly
that was in group five (which was a wild card group) then you got a Bobby Bonus of 5 points.
Now the non- Fantasy Leaguists amongst you may consider that the rules of the game as roughly set
about above may appear somewhat complicated. Believe me they weren’t and what made it easy for
all of us was the absolutely superb way the game was managed by The Two Riders who used to
compile regular results charts and who also used to dish out the prizes.
In 1996 the FFDL went public and the league tables of results were published in the public
Freewheelin’ magazine as it then was. In consulting Volume 1 of the public Freewheelin’ magazine I
find that on page 34 there is a league table showing the results up to the end of the 1996 second leg of
that years game. I notice that included in the contestants were two Freewheelers who weren’t
Freewheelers then but are now namely Paula and Jim. Other contestants included the late John
Bauldie, Derek Barker, Lambchop and John Baldwin; in all there were 43 players and the person who
topped that particular leg was the late John Green with Richard Lewis in second place (by just one
point).
Eventually the games came to a close but thereafter someone took it up on the internet where it was
thought by many to be a pretty novel idea, although there were probably not many there among them
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who realised that the Freewheelers had done it all before and, thanks to The Two Riders, in such a
professional way.
What made me look back to the days of the FFDL was the prospect of the forthcoming Dylan shows
and the navel gazing pursuit of what songs Dylan might play. I must say that I always have, probably
like the rest of us, been interested in the set lists but when we were playing the Fantasy League those
set lists took on a whole new competitive meaning and purpose, especially those five pointers.
One of the songs that I included as my five pointer but I never imagined Dylan would ever play live
was ‘If Dogs Run Free’. From the very early days of Freewheelin’ (and I beg forgiveness from those
people who have witnessed me bleating on about it since those early days) I have been bleating on
about ‘If Dogs Run Free’ being my all time favourite Dylan track. My confession was usually
confronted by a mixture of incredulity, disbelief and random hostility but me and ‘Dogs’ were always
ready to stand up and be counted. And usually there was only ever just the two of us – me and the
song!
Then, just as some volcano was erupting somewhere on the planet, Dylan included the song in his
set. The date was October the first in the year of two thousand. The venue was the Halle Munsterland,
Munster, Germany. I heard about it from Keith Wootton, who was a friend of mine, early the next day
and the sets lists again became a matter of major fascination for me. Did he really play it? Would he
ever play it again? Would I ever see him perform it live? Now you can count the answers to all of the
above as yes, yes and yes as it was a considerable delight to me that I saw Dylan perform the song
which was included in his set when he played the UK just three concerts after the Munster gig.
Indeed the song became a constant in his set lists for a period of almost two years and in all he has
performed it some 86 times in concert. I have this idea of collecting all those 86 versions at some
stage and playing them one after the other but I don’t think that I could afford the resultant
counselling fees!
Because of the situation that another song, namely ‘Visions of Johanna’ had more or less taken over
my Dylan life, I also looked out keenly over recent years for this song in the set lists. This song did
not however figure with Dylan so highly as ‘If Dogs Run Free’ as for the same two year period that
Dylan performed my favourite song some 86 times, he only performed ‘Visions of Johanna’ on 39
occasions. A highlight for me about this song being played though was that Dylan included it in his
sets on both the consecutive nights of the 12th and 13th July 2001, at Liverpool and at Stirling Castle
in Scotland, and I was there on both nights. It was in fact only the second time that Dylan had
performed the song on consecutive nights since 1966 when he was including it in his set on every
night. Since than rainy night in Scotland the song hasn’t been played again on consecutive nights.
Well, I can’t help it if I’m lucky!
Of course you can’t read anything at all into set lists but the very last time Dylan played ‘If Dogs Run
Free’ was on the 8th August 2002. If you check out the set list for that gig you will see that
immediately following ‘Dogs’ he played ‘Visions of Johanna’ which he has played on only a few
occasions since. It would have been a great night for me personally if I had attended this gig to see
these two songs played back to back but as it was in place called Harbour Station, New Brunswick
which is in Canada, I just couldn’t have made it! The actual name of the venue was Saint John and I
must admit that when I first saw that name I thought it was Saint Joan a la Joan of Arc: but it wasn’t.
As the venue had the name ‘John’ in the title however, that was good enough for me!
So, getting back to my navel gazing, what songs is Dylan going to play when I see him live on the
UK leg of his 2003 outings? I am pretty sure that he won’t be playing ‘If Dogs Run Free’ as that song
just doesn’t seem to figure in his thoughts anymore. I also doubt that he will be performing ‘Visions
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of Johanna’ because he has only included that song once in his set lists for the entire year to date.
Whatever else he plays there is one song that, it seems, we will be certain to hear this year and that is
‘Cats In The Well’. Now this song is interesting because of its erstwhile lack of popularity with
Dylan, so far as his live performances are concerned, over recent years as he only played it 6 times in
the year 2000; 8 times in 2001 and just twice last year- 2002. Thereafter in the shows during the first
half of 2003, he didn’t play it at all. So what changed that has caused Dylan to include the song in
every set since the start of the European autumn shows that commenced on the 9th October in
Finland? The answer may be found in the lyrics as follows:
The cat's in the well, the wolf is looking down.
He got his big bushy tail dragging all over the ground.
The cat's in the well, the gentle lady is asleep.
Cat's in the well, the gentle lady is asleep.
She ain't hearing a thing, the silence is a-stickin' her deep.

The cat's in the well and grief is showing its face
The world's being slaughtered and it's such a bloody disgrace.
The cat's in the well, the horse is going bumpety bump.
The cat's in the well, and the horse is going bumpety bump.
Back alley Sally is doing the American jump.
The cat's in the well, and pappa is reading the news.
His hair is falling out and all of his daughters need shoes.
The cat's in the well and the barn is full of bull
The night is so long and the table is oh, so full
The cat's in the well and the servant is at the door.
The drinks are ready and the dogs are going to war.
The cat's in the well, the leaves are starting to fall
The cat's in the well, leaves are starting to fall
Goodnight, my love, may the lord have mercy on us all.
The clue may be in certain lines which have an almost ‘war correspondent’ like report on how things
seem to be: grief is showing its face; the world’s being slaughtered; back alley Sally is doing the
American jump; a fathers hair is falling out; a daughter needs shoes; and the dogs are going to war.
Does that not remind you of current story lines appearing everyday on our TV screens and in our
newspapers? And who is the wolf that is causing all this mayhem? The answer could be found in his
description: ‘He’s got his big BUSHy tail’.
Now that interpretation is a real fantasy for you!
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